Dealer Workbench

Pressing Compound Bows

By Larry Wise

D

uring the summer of 1979, I was hired by Jennings
Compound Bow and Sherwood Schoch Associates
to present seminars on the compound bow throughout the eastern and southeastern states. My objective was to
educate dealers and their customers about how the compound bow operates and teach them some tuning skills. Of
course, you can’t do that without adjusting wheel timing and
draw length and that requires a bow press.
Jennings Compound Bow sent me a new bow, a ’79 Split
T two wheel compound and its very best bow press; the
company only had one model so I’m sure it was its best. It
was built on a 4 by 4 by 36 inch wood base with two hinged
uprights to support bow limbs. It had a center-mounted jack
with a cable that could hold each end of the riser. Pumping
the jack stem upward would pull the riser downward and
relax the force on the limbs.
I was excited to have my own press, having only seen
my first one the year before. I carried it with me to do over
40 seminars (in 40 different locations) during the summer
of ’79. I can remember being on the road for two weeks at a
time, introducing hundreds of archers to the inner workings
of the compound and how to use that bow press.
I don’t have the press anymore but it’s not far away. I
donated it to my local club about 20 years ago and it is still
there. Two of my friends rebuilt it with new cables, bolts and
screw-eyes. I know I wore out one pump-jack before I gave it
to the club; I don’t know if the club replaced the second one
or not. It served its purpose well for the bows of that time.
I replaced it with a new Full-Adjust press in 1994. “FullAdjust” is the name used for the machine shop associated
with Lancaster Archery Supply; the machine shop is no
longer in business. I used the Full-Adjust in several video
projects for RobinHood Videos and I still use it regularly but
only to hold bows because it can’t really press new bows.
Today, my Full Adjust press is just a really good bow
holder while I attach my portable Bow Master press to some

My old Jennings bow press served me well for lots of years. I
passed it along to my home archery club, which used it for a while.
It is still there but doesn’t see much action anymore.

of the bows I work on. I’ve used my Bow Master press for lots
of years to handle the newer parallel limb bows and I never
go to a tournament or on a hunting trip without it. Just a year
ago, I used it to install a new bowstring on my hunting bow
while hunting in Kansas; it seems that a pruning saw got too
close to the original bowstring and cut a few strands. OK, I
cut the entire string while in my stand while trying to prune a
branch that was blocking a shooting lane. That little episode
ended a perfectly good morning hunt but my portable press
got me back in business within an hour. Lesson learned:
don’t prune branches while your hunting bow is hanging
nearby.
Here are a few tips for using a portable press. First, relax
the draw weight of your bow by about 10 pounds if you can.
This will make using the press much easier with much less
stress on the cable system of the press. Next, make sure that
the press is adjusted so that the turning bolt has its maximum travel available. Third, be careful to properly attach the
split-limb brackets to the press cable ends and then over the
limb tips. Fourth, give the press handle a few turns to be sure
the press brackets will engage the limb tips properly.
After that, you can press the bow as much as needed to
make adjustments or replace the bowstring or cable. Relax
the press slowly, making sure the cables and string are in
their proper grooves and hooked on their anchor pins.
Completely relax the press to finish the job.

Using The Old Press
Regardless of the different presses I’ve used over the
years, I’ve had to follow the recommended steps for using
them. My old Jennings press was easy to use but if I didn’t
attach the holding straps correctly and at the proper places,
I could bend a riser or break a limb. Quite often, I had to
relax the press, readjust the straps or support arms and then

I got my Full Adjust bow press in 1994 to do a few video projects.
It was made by Lancaster Archery, which saw a need for a sturdy
metal press. It still stands in my workspace but I only use it for holding bows in place while I work on them. The upright arms will not
press today’s bows with near parallel limb design.
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Here are two contrasting designs. The top bow is a Merlin target
bow from 2000, with longer limbs that only make a slight angle to
the riser. The lower bow is my 2013 PSE Vendetta, with limbs that
make more of an angle to the limbs. Its limb tips are nearly parallel to each other, requiring a completely different bow press for
maintenance.

I’ve used my Bow Master portable press for years to work on bows
while I’ve been at tournaments or on hunting trips. It works with an
adjustable cable arrangement and a turn-bolt. The newer Synunm
press uses a block and tackle type of system, which reduces the pull
force needed to press the bow. Both use a similar hanger bracket
that fits over the limb tips.

pump the jack again to get the bow pressed correctly.
The proper place to attach the straps was where the
limb met the riser. The objective was to be sure to bend only
the limbs and not put undue pressure on the handle. Some
learned the hard way when they attached the straps over the
riser some distance from the ends, pumped the jack handle
and promptly bent or broke the handle at the sight window
or grip section.
I liked the pump jack because I could pump it up or let
it down slowly. This allowed me time to check on the cables
and string to be sure they were each in their proper position
in the cam grooves. This was especially important when
working on someone else’s bow because I didn’t have the
money to replace the bow handle if I broke it.

Changing Bow Designs
My Jennings ’79 Split T two-wheeler had a 46 inch axleto-axle length and round eccentric wheels. The limbs were
nearly in the same line as the handle, with only 2.5 inches
of prebend. My Merlin target bow from 2000 is not much
different.
Since that time, however, bow designs have gotten
shorter and the limb angles have gotten greater. My PSE
Vendetta (pictured at upper right) has a reflex riser design
and limbs that are nearly parallel at their tips. Some compound bows have limbs that make almost a right angle to
the riser at their mounting point. Many new bows have limbs
that make an angle closer to 90 degrees than the Vendetta.
The main driving force for these changes is, of course,
arrow speed. There is a second real side benefit and that has
to do with handle shock or recoil. If the limbs are nearly

perpendicular to the bow handle, then when the bowstring
is released, they will move mostly vertically and very little
in the horizontal direction. You will feel very little forward
energy in the handle when you release an arrow with these
limbs. I have shot a few of my old bows recently and the first
and most noticeable feature is the “shock” in my bow hand
and elbow. It would be difficult to go back to them for any
length of time.
The obvious difference when you want to place one
of these bows in a bow press is how the press must hold
the limb tips. My old press touched the limb just near the
eccentric wheel and pressed upward, perpendicular to the
handle, as the handle was pulled down, thus bending the
limbs. Newer bows won’t even mount in my old press; that’s
a good thing.
The new bow press designs hold the actual limb tips
and press inward toward the nocking point of the bowstring;
this is perpendicular to the direction of my old bow press.
This force, over a very short distance, collapses the limbs
and relaxes the bowstring just enough so that the cables and
string can be removed. Following that, you can remove the
bow from the press to complete any work you need to do on
the cams, etc.

Using My Portable Bow Press
I always take my simple and portable Bow Master bow
press with me wherever I go. I never know when I may
have to repair my hunting bow or adjust a student’s bow
and a simple portable press can usually do the job in a few
minutes.
My old press is a great bow holder, as I mentioned
before, so I place my new bows in it when I am at home.
When I’m not at home, I place a bow across a chair or just
lay it on the floor. I then relax the draw weight of the bow (be
sure to check factory specs for this) by turning the weight
bolts counterclockwise to make the next steps of the process
a little easier.
Next, I attach the portable press using the split-limb
brackets. Be sure to place the brackets between the bowstring
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and the cables and securely over the limb tips. If your bow
When I called to order the simplest model Last Chance
has vibration dampeners at the limb tips, you may have to Archery makes, I talked to owner Leon Pittman about my
remove them to use the press.
needs. Of course, he talked me into getting the Power Press
Adjust the cable so that it has only a small bit of slack motor-driven model. It was only a few dollars more, so I said,
in it. Too much slack means you won’t be able to take all of “OK, why not?” as long as it had a slow operating speed like
it up with the threaded turn-bolt. Slide the turn-bolt unit to my old hand-pump models. He assured me it was easy to
a convenient place between the cam and cable guard so it control and would handle all the bows I could find, up to 70
is easy to operate. It may take 20 turns to collapse the bow pounds of draw weight. If I wanted to press any crossbows,
limbs to a position that allows you to remove the bowstring I could always replace the electric motor with the handand/or cables.
crank because the manual model can handle bows up to
A new press style on the market now is the Synunm Bow 90 pounds. The manually controlled Ultimate EZ Press can
Press. It works using a block and tackle concept instead of a handle any bow or crossbow.
turn-bolt. It looks simple and the instructional videos you
The EZ Press does not stand alone on a workbench. It
can watch online show you just how easy it is to use. I liked was tempting to just use some C-clamps to hold it to my
how easy it makes relaxing the bow entirely so you can safely bench surface to give it a first test run but I resisted and
replace limbs or cams; I must get one from my friends at bought the correct bolts to permanently attach it. Now it’s
safe to use; clamps would have been unsafe and I don’t need
Lancaster Archery.
Some bows, however, may not lend themselves to the any more lessons in how to break bows.
With the motor switch held in the “out” position, I
portable presses. Bows with beyond-parallel limbs may
require special limb-tip adaptors that you attach to your extended the bow press to accommodate my PSE Vendetta.
bow limbs before you can attach the bow press splitlimb brackets. If you have such a bow, be certain that Parallel limbs
the brackets properly fit your limb tips before beginning require a bow
press with fingers
to operate any press on your bow. Remember, any bent that meet and
limb contains stored energy, which can do harm to you hold the tips.
or your bow if you accidentally unleash that energy.
The EZ Press

My New EZ Press
After using only my portable press for a few years, I
finally broke down and ordered a new EZ Press from Last
Chance Archery, located in Pendergrass, Georgia (www.
lastchancearchery.com). After seeing Last Chance’s full
line of presses at the ATA Show back in January, I decided
that the basic press would fit my workspace and also
handle all the bows, up to 70 pounds, I work on during
the year.

fingers shown
here do just
that and apply
a compressing
force to those
tips in line with
the bowstring.
It takes only a
short movement
by the bow press
to relax the
bowstring.

I ordered an EZ Press because it would fit into my workspace and replace my
old press. The EZ Press has a really smooth electric motor that will handle all
of the bows I intend to work on. I mounted it to my work counter in the space
specially built for a bow press.
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I met Leon Pittman at the ATA Show in Nashville back in January.
He was quick to tell me all of the new features on his angle and
rotation adjustable press. The press is still the same reliable EZ
Press that his company, Last Chance Archery of Pendergrass, GA,
has made for years but it now mounts onto a more useful base for
easy access to both sides and both ends of the bow.

After setting the finger spread to match the bow limb tips, I
then held the bow handle down and placed the top limb tips
in the press fingers. Then I held the motor switch in the “in”
position for a second or two until the bottom limb tips made
slight contact with the press fingers.
Before pressing any further, I inspected the contact
points to be certain that all was well. I did need to adjust the
press fingers to be further apart to accommodate full contact on each limb tip. Finally, I used the “in” switch to press
the bow another 1 to 2 inches until the bowstring began to
sag a bit. The bow was then ready for bowstring and cable

The newest model from Last Chance has an angle and rotation
adjustment feature. This feature allows you to turn the bow handle
so it lays horizontally. It also allows you to rotate the bow so the
string is vertical with the top cam upward, which is handy for
installing accessories.

removal. Once again, be certain to remove the bow from the
press if you intend to make adjustments to or remove the
cams.

Pro Shop Bow Presses
I visited the Lancaster Archery Show Room in February
to check how the
company makes
its bow repairs
and adjustments.
The “back room”
behind the service
counter has seven

The Accu Press at Lancaster Archery adjusts for bow riser length and limb angle. The
hand crank at the bottom is used to press the bow manually at the rate you are comfortable with.
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The Sure Lock X-Press at Lancaster Archery is counter–mounted.
It adjusts to the riser length and limb angle and was the brainchild
of my friend Steve Gibbs some years ago. He was proud of his idea
to use the X-braces to hold the bow in place and press the limbs
with ease.

bow presses at various stations around the room: several EZ
Presses, an X-Press, an Accu Press and an Apple bow press.
All of them get used to do an extremely wide variety of bow
repairs, part replacements and modifications.
My good friend Moose explained that the X-Press and
the Accu Press get used a lot to do Elite and Prime bows,
recurve crossbows and some older Mathews bows that have
string suppressors on the limb tips. To use this style of press,

Brent King of Lancaster Archery is using the vertical crossbow
hook to hold this bow while he places the limb tips in the press
fingers. The hand crank on this heavy duty Ultimate EZ press will
collapse the limbs on this or any crossbow with ease.

you first set the holding supports to match the riser length
and then hook the rubber loops over the riser to hold it in
place on the supports. Next, set the cross-arms to match the
limb angle and limb length. Then you can easily press the
bow via the hand crank.
A separate station held the Apple press, which is often
used for beyond-parallel limb bows. Again, several supports
have to be set to match the riser of the bow before pressing
with the hand crank.

Crossbows
Compound crossbows at Lancaster Archery are serviced
using the Ultimate EZ press with heavy duty machined parts.
Lancaster Archery bow technician Brent King shows above
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The Spike Press from Archery Tooling Corporation uses a handwheel to turn a large screw that runs through the body of the press,
drawing the ends together. Grippers are attached to the bow limbs
and they fit onto the ends of these spikes in a ball-and-socket connection that minimizes stress as the limbs are collapsed. Longer
pins are used for crossbows.
There is no need to lock this press in position: The giant internal
screw and bronze bushing have fine enough threads that there is
no way for the press to “unwind” under pressure.
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how the crossbow is held by the “sky hook” attached to the
press so he can easily maneuver the cross bow limbs into
position between the bow press fingers.

Correct them if they are not.
Test draw the bow several times to be sure all parts,
strings and cables are functioning properly.

Proceed With Caution

CONCLUSION

The biggest and most significant piece of advice I can
give you for using a bow press is to proceed with caution.
Don’t rush any operation. Take your time and read and follow all instructions to the letter.
The only time I got into trouble with any of my presses
was when I was in a hurry to get a job done. All it takes is
one cable end-loop to be only half attached and your bow
will blow apart just as the press tension is relaxed. Or worse,
it will blow apart when you start to draw the bow; ouch! If
it’s your own bow, the problem is only yours but if it’s a customer’s bow, then you may have to replace parts and that
turns profit into loss.
If you have employees using the press, then make a
chart of the steps to be followed. Post that chart at the bow
press workstation so everyone using it can see the steps to
be followed. No one can use the press until he or she has
been trained!

Today’s bows require some sort of bow press if you
intend to replace bowstrings, cables and cams. You can’t do
any of those without one.
Which one you buy is really up to you but try this first.
Call several dealers that you know to survey what they use.
Be sure to call dealers who handle various manufacturers to
get an idea of what press might best suit the bow line(s) you
sell.
Don’t forget, however, that if you open the door to a pro
shop, just about any kind of bow will come through your
door. That means you’ll need a press to handle most makes
and models.
I wish you well with all of your “pressing matters”!

SOME STEPS TO FOLLOW
PRESET THE PRESS TO MATCH THE BOW
Adjust any brackets, fingers or leverage arms to accommodate the bow to be pressed.
Attach any bow holding devices or straps.
BOW PREPARATION
Some manufacturers suggest or require that you reduce
the draw weight of the bow by a certain number of pounds
before pressing.
You may need to remove certain limb-mounted string
suppressors or vibration dampeners on some bows.
You may need to remove bow quivers or other accessories on some bows.
PLACE THE BOW IN THE PRESS
Apply a small amount of pressure to the bow to secure
it in the press.
Inspect the fittings and straps to be sure that they are in
their proper positions.
Inspect any holding fingers to be sure they are contacting the bow limbs/limb-tips correctly.
APPLY FULL PRESSURE
Apply pressure to the bow press until the bowstring
becomes limp.
Test to learn if you can remove the strings and cables,
then do so. Secure the cable and string ends in some manner.
On some presses, you may be able to complete any
adjustments that you need to make at this point.
RELAX THE PRESS SLOWLY
Be sure to relax the pressure on the press slowly so that
no cables or strings become unattached during the process.
If you have removed all cables and strings, then relax the
press until the bow limbs become straight and the bow can
be removed from the press for maintenance.
INSPECTION
Inspect the bow to be certain that all cables and strings
are in their proper positions and anchored on their posts.

Larry

Keep well, shoot straight.

Editor’s Note: Larry’s new book, “Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Larry has
written and it can be purchased on his website at www.larrywise.com or through Archery Focus, an online magazine.
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